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The role of the church in judgment is the theme that holds chapters 5 and 6:1–11 together. In 
chapter 5 the church was to judge the immoral man among them and remove him from their 
midst. In 6:1–11 the church is to judge (arbitrate) disputes between its members, as well.  
 
The problem in 6:1–11 is fairly easy to reconstruct. Someone had a grievance against another 
member in the church, but instead of turning to the church to settle the problem, they went to 
a secular court (6:7).  Just as the church does not judge those in the world (5:12), neither does it 
go to the world to have judgments settled. Paul is so astounded by such ungodliness that he 
does little to argue his point; he moves from horror (vv. 1–6) to rhetorical questions (vv. 2–4, 
5b–6, 7b), to sarcasm (v. 5), and then to a threat (vv. 8–11) (Fee, 229). 
 

6:1 Does any one of you, when he has a case against his neighbor, dare to go to law 
before the unrighteous and not before the saints? 
6:2 Or do you not know that the saints will judge the world? If the world is judged by 
you, are you not competent to constitute the smallest law courts? 
6:3 Do you not know that we will judge angels? How much more matters of this life? 
 

The church has a future role in judgment (see Dan. 7:22; Matt. 19:28; Lk. 22:30; Rev. 20:4) that 
is so comprehensive that it will extend beyond humanity to unbelieving angels. Paul’s point is 
that this responsibility should be mirrored in the present age. God has placed believers in a 
better position in determining what is just among themselves than the unrighteous. For this 
reason, Paul is shocked that a Christian would take another Christian to court. To do so 
dishonors both God and the church. 
 
The secular courts are called “unrighteous” (6:1) because they are unbelievers, not because 
they were unjust in the way that they administered their own laws. 
 

6:4 So if you have law courts dealing with matters of this life, do you appoint them as 
judges who are of no account in the church? 
 

Based on the premise that Christians play a key eschatological role as judges of the world, Paul 
draws his conclusion in relation to worldly courts.  In essence, he asks why they would lay their 
cases before those who have no standing in the church. No matter how trained in law, or how 
experienced the judges in a secular court may be, they are outside of the church which God has 
appointed to judge the world. No secular judge has that authority or position, so why would a 
believer go to them to settle things?  

 
6:5 I say this to your shame. Is it so, that there is not among you one wise man who 
will be able to decide between his brethren, 
6:6 but brother goes to law with brother, and that before unbelievers? 
 

They should be ashamed for using secular courts. They should be ashamed of even having 
disputes! 
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The Corinthians had prided themselves in their wisdom. Paul now asks where all their wisdom 
went; from their behavior it appears that they didn’t even have anyone wise enough among 
them to decide the simplest things; instead, they had to resort to unbelievers for help.  

 
6:7 Actually, then, it is already a defeat for you, that you have lawsuits with one 
another. Why not rather be wronged? Why not rather be defrauded? 
 

Christians having lawsuits against each other in secular courts is a lose/lose situation. It is a loss 
because instead of exercising love, forgiveness, and reconciliation, the desire to “get what he 
deserves” has become the driving force for the person’s actions. It is also a loss because by 
airing the church’s dirty laundry before unbelievers, ridicule is brought upon the church. It is 
better to be wronged or defrauded than to use the unbelieving world as a forum to settle our 
disputes. 

 
6:8 On the contrary, you yourselves wrong and defraud. You do this even to your 
brethren. 
 

In 6:8 lawsuits are described as a form of wronging or cheating someone. “Those who take 
cases before unjust judges are themselves unjust. Instead of forbearing wrong they are 
inflicting wrong. It is one thing to be a righteous victim it is another to be a victimizer.” (source 
unknown) 
 
If the church is dominated by love, it has the power to transform the world around it.  However, 
when there is a contradiction between theory and behavior, the world concludes that the 
power that Christians claim to have is no different than their own.  

 
6:9 Or do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do 
not be deceived; neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor 
homosexuals, 
6:10 nor thieves, nor the covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers, will 
inherit the kingdom of God. 
 

The unrighteousness, the wronging and defrauding that was taking place when brother took 
brother to court (6:8), reminds Paul of a catalogue of sins that define the unrighteous, and the 
danger of tolerating sin. The immoral man (1 Cor. 5) and the one who is defrauding his brother 
(6:1–8) are in danger of finding out that they will not inherit the Kingdom. 

 
People who profess to be believers but continue to have ungodly lifestyles deceive themselves 
into thinking that God is not serious about His moral demands. God reminds us not to be 
deceived in these things. Those who practice such things demonstrate that they do not possess 
eternal life.   

 
Thus, salvation can be viewed either from the inside out or from the outside in. True faith can 
be described in terms of the outward transforming work of God in the believer’s life, or in terms 
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of His inward work in the person’s heart. Paul is not teaching salvation by works, but salvation 
that is transformational, changing the entire person inside out. Those who are sexually immoral 
(cf. 5:1–13), idolaters (8:1–11:1), adulterers (married people who have any type of sexual 
relationship outside of marriage), homosexuals, etc. demonstrate that they were not justified in 
the name of the Lord, for there is no evidence of sanctification.  

 
“Kingdom of God” should not simply be reduced to mean heaven. Throughout the OT it refers 
to the state of blessedness that will be ushered in by the return of Messiah. This state will then 
blend into eternity when God creates a new heaven and earth in which all evil will be barred 
from entering (Rev. 21:1–8; 22:14–15; also see note on 4:20).  
 
See the endnote for what Paul meant by “effeminate” and “homosexual.”  

 
6:11 Such were some of you; but you were washed, but you were sanctified, but you 
were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our God. 

 
Paul had seen that transformation had taken place among the believers in Corinth. Sin was no 
longer the dominant characteristic of their lives. What they once were was no longer true of 
them in their saved state. 
 
If external behavior had no bearing upon a saved person’s life, Paul could not say, “and such 
were some of you” (6:11); the implication of the past tense is that external, visible change had 
taken place. Unchanged “Christians” are like the immoral “brother,” they are best described as 
“so-called” Christians (I Cor. 5:11, cf. 8:5; Eph. 2:11; II Thess. 2:4), for the reality of their 
salvation is not evident in their behavior.  
 
At one time the Corinthians indulged in ungodliness because they were ungodly, but this is no 
longer true of them.  They have been washed, sanctified, and justified. All of these verbs 
express salvation in different ways and all three actions are correctly translated in the passive 
voice in English indicating that each work is done to the believer, not by the believer. In other 
words, we do not wash ourselves; God washes us (the filth of our former lives has been 
removed—cf. Zech. 3:2–7). We do nothing to be justified—God justifies us (i.e. He declares us 
righteous). We do not bring about our own sanctification—God sanctifies us (He sets us apart 
and has claimed us as His holy people—Harrison, 142).  God has removed us from among the 
wicked who will not inherit the Kingdom of God. The Passover lamb (Christ) has been slain for 
us (5:7).  Because of what God has done, the possibility of new life has been opened. As people 
of God, we are to live in harmony with what we are. Let the old leaven be purged from the 
house (5:7) and the celebration begin! (5:8) 
 

For Paul there is to be the closest possible relationship between the experience of grace 
and one’s behavior that evidences that experience of grace. Paul himself is as concerned 
as anyone that the latter (right behavior) should not be perceived as coming first or as 
leading to the former (the experience of grace). But those who concern themselves with 
grace without equal concern for behavior have missed Paul’s own theological urgencies. 
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It is precisely for these reasons that the warning texts in Paul must be taken with real 
seriousness. Security in Christ there is, to be sure, but it is false security that would 
justify sinners who have never taken seriously ‘but such were some of you.’ That is to 
whitewash the sinner without regeneration or transformation; Paul simply would not 
understand such theology.  (Fee, 248) 
 
 

 
NOTE ON THE MEANING OF EFFEMINATE AND HOMOSEXUAL IN 1 CORINTHIANS 6:9: 
 

6:9 Or do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do 
not be deceived; neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor 
homosexuals, 
6:10 nor thieves, nor the covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers, will 
inherit the kingdom of God. 

 
The Current Debate  

Traditionally, avrsenokoi,thj (arsenokoites) in 1 Corinthians 6:9 and 1 Timothy 1:10 has simply been 

translated as “homosexual.” Recently, however, this meaning has been challenged by supporters of 

homosexuality. Some say that the term refers to an “active male prostitute.”  Others say that the 

translation “homosexual” is anachronistic considering the culture and linguistic differences between the 

time period in which Paul was writing and today. They say that the term “homosexual” in modern 

English includes the inward disposition and the outward physical acts. In other words, if we say, “that 

person is a homosexual,” we mean that they have an attraction to the same sex; however, we don’t 

necessarily mean that they are involved in same-sex behavior. It is claimed that this was not understood 

when the NT was written; Paul only knew of external behavior, but nothing of inversion (people who are 

“born” homosexual). Thus, the word “homosexual” is inappropriate for it includes more than the Bible 

intended to be included. This distinction is important to supporters of homosexuality since this 

separates the homosexual condition (which they believe is morally neutral) from homosexual practices. 

They then claim that the Bible condemns perverted sexual activity, but not homosexuality per se. 

Homosexual activity outside of a loving, committed relationship is sinful, but homosexual partnerships 

are valid alternatives to heterosexual ones if they are committed relationships.  

The current homosexual debate relative to 1 Corinthians 6:9 focuses on the meaning of malakoj 

(malakos) which is translated as “effeminate” and avrsenokoi,thj (arsenokoites) which is translated as 

“homosexual” by the NASB.  

Meaning of ma,lakoj  (malakos)—“effeminate”  

The word malakos means “soft to the touch” and metaphorically, to the Greeks, it meant males who 

played the passive role in homosexual intercourse.  However, because the word is vague, the NIV and 

the NLT take the liberty to translate it as “male prostitutes”; this, however, seems to be reading too 

much into the term. The NASB and the KJV translate it as “effeminate” in an attempt to follow the 
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grammatical symmetry of the verse, but this is misleading in English; Paul is not condemning males who 

have feminine behavior traits, he is condemning homosexual behavior. The ESV translates malakos and 

arsenokoites as a unit: “men who practice homosexuality.” The translators explain, “The two Greek 

terms [malakoj (malakos) and avrsenokoi,thj (arsenokoites)] translated by this phrase refer to the 

passive and active partners in consensual homosexual acts.”  The ESV preserves the meaning of the 

word combination the best, but ruins the grammatical symmetry and gives no indication that two types 

of homosexual activity are being condemned; nevertheless, this is probably preferred over the others.    

Meaning of avrsenokoi,thj  (arsenokoites)—“homosexual” 

AVrsenokoi,thj (arsenokoites) is a word that Paul invented. It appears twice in Paul’s writings (1 Cor. 6:9 

and 1 Timothy 1:10). In commenting on its meaning in 1 Timothy 1:10 James De Young says, 

Paul has the practice of coining terms, it appears. For example, in 1 Tim 1:3 and 6:3, Paul used a 

term he had probably originated. The word èterodidaskalh (heterodidaskale, “to teach a 

different doctrine”) does not occur before Paul and only afterward in Ignatius to Polycarp 3:1. 

Hence in the scope of eight verses Paul has possibly coined two terms, though one of them he 

had used earlier in 1 Corinthians 6:9.  

In general, statistics show that Paul probably coined many terms. There are 179 words found in 

Paul and nowhere else in pre-Christian Greek literature. Of these, 89 occur only one time. Other 

statistics support the theory that Paul had a creativity in choosing vocabulary. 

(James B. De Young; The Source and NT Meaning of Arsenokoitai, with Implications for Christian 

Ethics and Ministry; TMSJ 3/2 (Fall 1992) 191–215) 

The word avrsenokoi,thj (arsenokoites) is a compound word in Greek. It is made of the word a;rshn 

(arsen), meaning “male”(Matt. 19:4; Ro. 1;27) and koi,th (koite), meaning “bed,” or “mat.”  The word 

koi,th (koite) can be used of a literal bed (Luke 11:7 “my children and I are in bed”), figuratively of the 

marriage bed (Hebrews 13:4  “let the marriage bed be undefiled”), or for sex (Ro. 13:13—translated as 

“sexual immorality”). The resultant literal meaning is “male in a bed.” Combined with malakoi it is 

obvious that homosexual intercourse is being described. 

This is where the debate comes into the picture. Is Paul only condemning homosexual immorality or all 

homosexual behavior?  Did Paul even know about homosexual inclination? 

As we look at Paul’s comments in Romans 1 about homosexuality it seems clear that he understood that 

homosexuality was not just external behavior, but was a disposition as well (inversion). He condemned 

both the disposition and the behavior. 

In Rom 1:21–28 such phrases as “reasonings,” “heart,” “become foolish,” “desires of the heart,” 

“lie,” “passions of dishonor,” “burned in the desire,” “knowledge,” and “reprobate mind” prove 

Paul's concern for disposition and inclination along with the “doing” or “working” of evil (see 

also vv. 29–32). Even the catalogues of vices are introduced (1 Tim 1:8–10) or concluded (1 Cor 

6:9–11) by words describing what people “are” or “were,” not what they “do.” Habits betray 
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what people are within, as also the Lord Jesus taught (cf. Matt 23:28). The inner condition is as 

important as the outer act; one gives rise to the other (cf. Matt 5:27).  (James B. De Young; The 

Source and NT Meaning of Arsenokoitai, with Implications for Christian Ethics and Ministry; 

TMSJ 3/2 (Fall 1992) 207–208) 

De Young asks three questions that are critical to understanding the word avrsenokoi,thj (arsenokoites).  

He asks:  

• What is the source of the word in Paul’s thinking?  

• Why does he use such an obscure word in speaking to his audience?  

• If the word is ambiguous (as some claim), how can he expect to be understood?  

He then answers each question as follows:  

What is the source of the word in Paul’s thinking?  

There is a good probability that Paul is following the wording of Leviticus 18 and 20 in the LXX (the Greek 

translation of the OT) where the words a;rshn (arsen) and koi,th (koite) appear. These are the two 

words that form the compound word “avrsenokoi,thj (arsenokoites)” that Paul coined.  

In Leviticus 20 the two words appear in a passage that forbids a man to lie with a woman during her 

menstrual cycle.  

Lev. 20:18: If a man lies with a woman. . .  

Lev. 20:18 in the LXX reads o]j a'n koimhqh/| meta. a;rsenoj koi,thn gunaiko,j  

 

In Leviticus 18 the words are in the same verse that forbids a man to lie with another man.  

 

Lev. 18:22: You shall not lie with a male as with a woman. . .  

Lev. 18:22 in the LXX reads meta. a;rsenoj ouv koimhqh,sh| koi,thn gunaiko,j 

 

In other words, they appear together in well-known passages that describe forbidden sexual activity.  

 

DeYoung says,  

It is a reasonable position that Paul coined the term based on the juxtaposition of the two words 

arsenos and koite in the LXX of Lev 20:13 (cf. 18:22), though absolute proof of this is impossible. 

It may be suggested that the criteria of style, practice, familiarity with the LXX, and context 

make this a highly plausible conclusion .  .  .  Paul displayed considerable dependence upon the 

LXX. He usually quoted from the LXX rather than the Hebrew of the OT when he quoted the 

OT. . .   
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More particularly, the NT frequently uses the portion of Leviticus 18–20. The structure and 

content of these chapters mark them as special. Often identified as the “code of holiness,” these 

chapters (unlike the remainder of Leviticus) are universal in their scope, like the Ten 

Commandments of Exodus 20 and Deuteronomy 5. The Jews held Leviticus 19 to be a kind of 

summary of the Torah, a central chapter in the Pentateuch. This respect carried over to the 

writers of the NT where chapters 18–20 are widely used. They are cited by Christ, Paul, Peter, 

and James. “You shall love your neighbor as yourself” is from Lev 19:18. When Paul alludes to 

19:19 in 2 Cor 6:14 to illustrate the ban on unequal yoking, he coins a word èterozugou,nthj  

(heterozugountes, “being unequally yoked” that is found nowhere before him .  .  .  The LXX 

probably suggested the coinage to Paul.  

Most importantly, both of the contexts where arsenokoitai appears suggest that Paul was 

thinking of the Levitical “code of holiness.”  First Corinthians 5 has many allusions to Leviticus 

18–20. The theme is moral separation, as it is in Leviticus. Topics include distinction from the 

Gentiles (5:1; cf. 6:1–6; Lev 18:3, 24–30; 20:23) and future inheritance (klhronomh [kleronome, 

“I inherit”], 6:9, 10; Lev 20:23–24). The law of loving your neighbor (Lev 19:18) is reflected in 6:8. 

Of the ten vices in 1 Cor 6:9–10, only one (drunkards) is not found in Leviticus 18–20. It is 

feasible, then, that both malakoi and arsenokoitai come from Lev 20:13 and point to the passive 

and the active same-sex roles. Leviticus 20:13 said that both persons were to be put to death 

(the penalty is not found in 18:22). The Corinthian list of vices may be a summation of Lev 

20:23–24 (cf. 18:29–30).  

The same observations apply to 1 Tim 1:10. In the context Paul begins with perversions of 

teaching regarding the Mosaic Law (vv. 3–8), moves to legislation in general (vv. 9–10), and ends 

with the gospel (v. 11 ) . . .  

The preceding discussion gives a reasonable explanation as to how Paul coined the word arsenokoitai.  

Why does Paul use such an obscure word in speaking to his audience?  

DeYoung states,  

It may be suggested that he sought to demonstrate the relation of believers to the Law of 

Moses, in particular to show that the universal standards of the Law (derived from Exodus 20 

and Leviticus 18–20) were still valid. Paul assumed his readers’ acquaintance with Judaism: note 

references to “Satan” (1 Cor 5:5), the “day of the Lord” (1 Cor 5:5), “leaven” and “unleaven” 

(5:6–8), “Passover” (5:7), and judging angels (6:3). He quoted Deut 17:7 in 5:13. Since Leviticus 

18–20 became central to the Day of Atonement, it was natural for Paul to refer to this section of 

Leviticus (cf. chaps. 16 and 23). The topic of the believer's relationship to the Law or law is the 

main point in 1 Timothy 1. 
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Finally, how could Paul expect his Greek readers to understand what he meant?  

Compounds involving arseno- and arreno- and koit abounded. The Greeks were adept at 

forming compounded Greek words. Therefore Paul coined a word that brought quick 

recognition . . . 

This theory also explains why the word did not catch on with the secular world after Paul. The 

Gentiles did not appreciate the biblical context of OT moral legislation. Paul was ahead of and 

contrary to his time. Perhaps for the same reason “sodomists” and “sodomy” are fading from 

general secular usage today. 


